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FOREWORD 
In July and August of 1952, on the recommendation 
of the Newfoundland Fisheries Development Committee, a pa;rty 
representative of the Governments of Canada and Newfoundland 
carried out a 11 reconnaissance" survey of the more important 
fishing communities along the northeast coast and part of the 
south coast of the province of Newfoundland. Valuable informa-
tion was obtained on the state of the fishery in these places, on 
harbour facilities, agriculture and forest resources and on the 
social aspects of community life . 
. 
In the summer of 19 53, the reconnaissance of coastal 
communities was completed ·with a survey along the southwest 
and western coasts of the province. The present report presents 
the findings of that survey. The several agencies concerned 
were represented as follows: 
On the federal side -
H. C. Frick, Dept. of Fisheries 
J.B. Mountain, Dept. of Fisheries (alternate) 
E. V. Gilbert, Dept. of Public Works 
H. W.R. Chancey, Dept. of Agriculture 
B. Shindman, Dept. of Mines & Technical Surveys 
On the provincial side -
A. Vannan, Dept. of Fisl1eries & Co-operatives 
' 
Ne"Wfoundland Reconnaissance Survey 
Juiy-~ -~ui1:1~~--~~s3 .: 
Settlement Visitation Reports 
1. Cape La Rune 27. Curling 
2. Ramea 28. Summersid~ 
3. Burgeo 29. MeadoVlS 
4. Little Bay (La Poile) 30. Cox Cov~ 
5. Petites 31. Trout RiTer 
6. Harbour Le Cou 32. Woody Point (Bonne Bay) 
7. Rose Blanche 33. Norris Point 
8. Burnt Islands 34. Rocky Harbour 
9. Isle aux Morts 35. Cow Head 
10. Margaree 36. Daniel's Har~our 
11. Port aux Basques 37. Port Saunders 
12. Codroy 38. Port au Choix 
13. Highlands 39. Bartlett's Harbour 
14. St. David's 40. Shoal Cove 
15. Cartyville 41. Reef Harbour 
16. St. George's 42. Brig Bay 
17. Ship Cove 43. Current Island 
18. Three Rock Cove 44. Black Duck Cove 
19. Lourdes 45. St. Barbe 
20. Winter house 46. Bear Cove 
21. Piccadilly 47. Nameless Cove 
22. Dest Bay 48. Savage Cove 
23. Aguathuna 49. Sandy Cove 
24. Lark Harbour 50. Green Island Cove 
25. Woods Island 51. Green Island Brook 
26. Frenchman's Cove 52 .. Eddie's Cove Ea.st 
- -~ 
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AGRICULTURE 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN ATTACHED IDJPORT 
Subsistence type 
agriculture 
Garden type 
agriculturo 
Minor, moderate 
or large areas 
of pasturo and 
hay land 
Minor, moderate 
or largo vogc-
tablo production 
Minor number 
of hens 
Peaty organic 
lmuck 1 layor 
Areas less than five hundred square feet 
producing vegetableso 
Areas over five hundred square feet but 
less than one acre producing vegetables. 
Loss than five acres, over fivo and loss 
than twenty acres, ovor twenty acres, 
respoctively. 
Annual requirements not produced, annual 
requirements produced, markot quantities 
produced, rospoctivoly. 
Up to tt\rol vo hons main taincd for home use 
by individual families. 
Surface layer of black organic mattor docom-
posOO. beyond tho raw peat stago. 
BAY OF ISL.~IDS AREA 
• 
Lark Harbour 
W.ieadows 
• 
Snrmnerside 
. ' 
LARK HARBOUR 
I.erk Harbour trom the sea; Maritime Packers' tish plant 
.. 
Main section or settlement, fish plant 1n left foreground 
Looking east Top~aphy and ground cover ·. 
LARK HARBOUR 
1. Popu)ation: 
...--.. -. - ... -Port • 
Estimated 135 families (includes area to Little 
2. DescriE_tJ:on: Lark Harbour is located on the north shore of 
Lark Harbour, an E-W fiord of the Bay of Islands near the 
western entrance to the Bay. It is claimed to be the finest 
natural harbour in the Bay of Islands. The limestone cliffs 
rise steeply behind the settlement to an elevation of about 
800 feet. A terrace of unconsolidated material (marine depos-
ition) 20-30 feet above sea-level forms a bench along ~he cliff 
side (see sketch map). Between the feet of the cut-bank r.1ark-
ing the edge of the terrace and the sea is the core of the 
co:nwnunity. Here are located the lobster pool and fish plant, 
the public vvil.arf; 7 of the district's 9 stores, a sjllj)all sawr:-d.11, 
and the Anglican church. The houses ribbon along the road v.hich 
extends roughly E-W fron the end of the terrace to Little Port, 
on the Gulf of St. Lawrence. They are all of frame construction 
and many are fairly large. In the main part of the settlenent 
the houses are crowded closely together. 
. 
Government and Services: 
------------... --
(a) Local gover!Jlll1ent - None. 
(b) Fire protection - None. 
(c) Police protection - None. 
(d) Medical facilities - None. 
(e) Provincial and federal agencies - None. 
(f) Schools - 3-roorrnAnglican school (Grade XI). 
(g) Sanitation - Usual outport arrangements. The settlement 
looks clean and the buildings are well looked after. 
(h) Water supply - Wells up to five feet in depth yield 
sufficient water. 
(i) Power and fuel - No electricity. 75 per cent of the people 
use firewood cut locally; the rest use Sydney coal. 
(Delivered from Sydney, it costs the consumer $27.00 
per ton, from Corner Brook $30.00 per ton). 
4. Religi~~~OE§~~~~tio~ Anglican carm11ru.unity - church bui.lding. 
5. Recreation and Entertainn1ent: C.E.W.A. Chapter; church 
socials; Orange- Lodg6°"110ctge building). Movie house sho1JllS 
films twice a week. The theatre is a large frame warehouse 
used only f'or this purpose. 
6. Communications: Road to Little Port. Three trucks owned in 
the community. Horses and wagons used. Fishing boats go to 
Corner Brook, in sumrner. Dog tean1s (2 or 3 at present) and 
horses used in winter. 
7. Industries: Fishing - chiefly for lobster and cod. Lumbering -
a few rnen \llDrk in the V\OOds during the winter. Fish plant, 
pickling cod and some herring, canning saln1on and lobster to 
a sn1all extent. Lobsters are pooled here. About 20-25 men 
work on the docks in Corner Brook after the lobster season. 
8. Market and Service Area: Ten stores and canteens serve the 
greater Lark Harbour corrununity -- 8 in Lark Harbour proper. 
The stores serve only the local corrununity, and are supplied 
from Curling, Corner Br :)ok, and Sydney. Fishery products are 
bought and collected from a wide area, most of them being 
marketed on the Canadian mainland and in U.S.A. Fishermen 
buy much of their gear in Curling. 
FISHERIES 
I.ARK HARBOUR 
---·--·--
Area: Bay of Islands 
--
Date of S~vey: August 5,1953 
1. Settlement 
(a) Population: 332 (1951 census). 
(b) No. of families engaged fishing: 25. 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work: 8 to 10 in sununer months, 
more in winter. These men work for Bowaters either in 
the woods or at Corner Brook. No pulp wood is cut locally. 
(d) No. men engaged in other occupations: Some 30 men work in 
Corner Brook during the wi.nter months, on the docks and 
elsewhere. 
2. Fishermen 
(a) Total no: 32 (shore). 
(b) Avera6e age: 35. 
3. f!~w Orga:;t~ation 
(a) No. of crews, 18. No. of skippers, 18; sons and partners, 
14. 
4. Nle thod of_ !is hin~ 
(a) Lobster traps, 3,146; cod traps, 2; herring nets, 40; 
salmon nets, 3; trawl, 500 lines; hand lines, a few; 
jiggers, a few. 
(b) Motorboats, 7; motor dories, 24; row dories, 20; 
jackboat carriers, 5. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
·-
(a) Cod: 180,000 lb. (est. for 1952) fresh split form. 
Of this, approximately 74 qtls. W9re light salted by the 
fishermen for consumption in the Corner Brook area, and 
a srrn.11 part was sold fresh to the same market, while the 
greater portion vras sold fresh split to the buyers for 
pickling. 
(b) Salmon: 1,000 lb. (est. for 1953). 
(c) Lobster: 70,000 lb. (est. for 1953) live weight. 
( d) Herring: Little more than enough for bait in 1952 season. 
Herring was a failure. 
(e) Halibut: 30,000 lb. (est. for 1952) dressed head-off weight. 
6. Fish Processing Facilitie2._ 
Maritime Packers, operators of one lobster pool, have a 
good-sized plant with facilities for pickling cod and herring 
and for canning lobster and salmon. Dunphy also pools 
lobsters here but has no buildings, his operations being 
directed from Curling. Lynton Shepherd operates a cod pick-
ling plant, and J.B. Shepherd also has a small cod pickling plant. 
The Lark Harbour lobster pool took in 508,000 lb. of lobster 
during the 1953 season. Maritime Packers put up 9 cases tinned 
and shipped the remainder of their lobster to Pictou in the live 
form. Six cases of tinned salmon were put up. Maritime Packers 
and Lynton Shepherd, buyer for Gorton Pew, Gloucester, Mass., 
each buy a large volume of fresh split cod for pickling. 
There are several fish sheds and stages which were in 
satisfactory condi.tion at date of visit. Maritime Packers 
have a number of lobster floats, a.nd Dunphy four or five, all 
of them in good condition. 
7. ~Aarketing 
The fishermen sell their lobsters to Maritime Packars 
(Lark H'r.) and Dunphy (Curling); their fresh split cod to 
Lynton Shepherd, Gorton Pew buyer (Lark H'r.), Maritime Packers, 
and J.B. Shepherd; their dried cod to the Corner Brook market; 
their h3rring (almost negligible in 1952) and salmon to Maritirre 
Packers. 
8. Financing 
Maritime Packers and Dunphy extend credit to the lobster 
fishermen in the form of rope am twine valued at ijj;200-$300 
on . the average per crew. This is on a seasonal basis and the 
price paid to the fishermen is reduced to liquidate the credit 
granted. The herring fishery was so poor in 1952 that few 
fishermen fished seriously and little credit was extended. 
9. Co-operative Development 
- -- - - ---·- -
There is no co-operative in existence in Lark Harbour at 
present. An experioo nt in co-op0rati ve marketing of lobsters, 
etc., was made in the settlement a few years ago but it proved 
unsuccessful, as it failed to pay the expected dividends and 
the fishennen lost heart. 
10. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence 
Lark Harbour has a considerable influence in the fisheries 
economy of most of the settlements in the Bay of Islands and 
to some extent along part of the Gulf coast, since the fish 
buyers of the settlement handle a considerable portion of the 
cod and lobsters caught. Maritime Packers collect lobsters 
from Port au Port Bay to Bonne Bay Head as well as in the Bay 
of Islands. L. Shepherd and Maritime Packers collect cod 
throughout the area, and the latter buys some herring and 
salmon as well. 
11. Historical Notes 
Lark Harbour is an old settlement which was established 
originally as a fishing settlement. Its economy has been based 
on the fishery from the beginning. Located on trs only good 
harbour in the Bay- of Islands, Lark Harbour has become the 
industry's focal point in the Bay because of the lobster pools 
·and buyers there. 
12. Additional Notes 
(a) Most of the settlement's fishermen use motor dories. 
Twenty-six to thirty boats with 2-man crews and 150-200 
traps per boat fished lobsters out of Lark Hr. in the 
1953 season. Some thirty of the fishermen were residents 
of the settlement itself while the others came into Lark 
Hr. from outlying areas for the lobstering. Most of the 
Lark Hr. boats trawl for cod in the fall months and 7 or 8 
were operating in August. This fishery is best in the 
summer months but a shortage of bait at that time is a 
deterring factor. Two-man crews are normal in trawling and 
(b) 
use 15-20 lines per crew. Scme halibut is caught 
incidental to the cod. Only a few fishermen fished 
herring in the 1952 fall fishery, and they caught little .. 
more than enough for bait. A few salmon nets are fished; 
this fishery being a failure in 1953, although it was .- · 
better in the previous season. There vrere no caplin in 
the area. in 1953. The lobster season is April to early 
July and the salmon, May to July. 
There is some coniferous forest cover in the area but it 
is on rough terrain. No pulpwood is cut in the immediate 
area. 
(c) The attitude of the fishermen in the settlement is gen-
erally good. Though the shore herring fishery has declined 
as elsel'lhere in the Bay the lobster and cod fisheries 
a.ppe ar to take up the slack. No one is leaving the settle-
ment as improvements are expected from the fisheries de-
velopment programme. The feeling is that the herring 
fishery will not pick up as long as the seiners are 
ope ratirtg. 
(d) The fishermen thoughta bait depot was the greatest need 
of the fishery to enable the trawl fishermen to operate 
in the summer months. There are no fresh fish buyers in 
the area and it was felt that a fresh fish plant could 
operate successfully. Since Lark H'~ has a fine natural 
harbour the inhabitants thought it a logical location for 
either depot or plant, or both. 
(e) Lark Harbour is one of the more prepossessing fishing 
settlements to be seen on that part of the coast. The 
inhabitants appear relatively industrious • 
• 
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-HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NA~1IE OF PLACE: Lark Hargour 
L·a t t • 4 9 0 6 ' N • Lolli; • 5 8 o 2 2 ' -~'l 
Charts No. 2834 & 289 
EXISTING WHARVES: Public Wharf: 150' long and 32' 
across the head, is one nearest 
the Bay of Islands, on North side 
of Lark Harbour. Has a freight 
shed 16Y by 25'· 
Sheppard's ~\fharf: a smaller 
private wharf about 800' west of 
the Public Jharf. 
Several small fishing stages. 
EXISTING BR.EAKvifATERS: l\Jone 
APPROACHES FRONI THE SEA: Good 
FOG CONDITIONS: Fair 
STORM CONDITIONS: Fairly well protected from all 
storms although northeast to east 
winds cause some surging at the 
wharf. 
ICE CONDITIONS: Generally freezes December to kay 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: None 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: Gravelly 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING Rather limited by shallowness 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: of inner part of harbour and 
high ground at shore elsewhere. 
DREDGING REQUIRED: None 
AVAILABILITY OF 
COlJSTRUCTION r!iATERIALS: 
EVG. July 18, 1953· 
Rock locally. Hound and sawn 
timber· from Corner Brook and 
possibly other points in Bay 
of Islands. 
• 
LOCATION: 
AGRI CULTU'BE: 
SOILS: 
ORO:PS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
.AGRICULTURE 
LABK H.ARl30UR ..... :Bay of Islands. DATE: 18-7-53. 
Small garden type agriculture producing rninor 
quantities of vegetables. Large area of hay 
and pas turo land. 
Soils derived from outwash sands and gravels, 
old beach materials and talus accUDulations. 
Potatoes, turnips and cabbage main vegetable 
crop, with minor runounts of carrots, beet 
and other roots produced. Small amount of 
hay harvo s to d. 
Approximately fifty sheep, twenty head of 
cattle and a minor nUI!lber of hons maintained. 
Increased agricultural production on present 
arable land possible. Somo lir1itod clearing 
feasible in the wostorn section of the harbour. 
Area could probably produce local agricultural 
requirements. 
VlOOD Is ISLAND 
'· 
Vlood' s Island from the sea 
Public wharf at Thibaut Cove. the "Dunlop" at the right 
Fishing boats at their moorings in Vvood's ls • .Harbour 
WOOD'S ISLAND 
1. Position: Wood's Island is located in the Bay of Islands 
opposite-the mouth of the Humber Arm. 
2. Population: Estimated 100 families on the island (about 15 
at the south end cf the island, the remainder being located 
chiefly abD.lt the harbour at the north end). 
3. Description: The houses at Wood's Island Harbour, generally 
well constructed of frame, are strung along the low-er slopes 
around the harbour. Residences are also to be found scattered 
along the road leading from Wood's Island Harbour to the south 
end settlement. The R.C. church, school and recreation hall 
are located about midway between the two centres. The post 
office and telegraph office are in the south end. 
5. 
Government and Services: (a) 
--· ·· -~ -~ ---,. -
(b) Fire protection - None. 
(c) Police protection - None. 
(d) Medical facilities - None. 
Local goverrunent - None. 
(e) Provincial and federal agencies - None. 
(f) Schools - 3-r·om R.C. school. 
(g) Sanitation - Usual outport facilities; average amount of 
cans, etc.,around. 
(h) Water supply - Good. Wells used, 2 feet to 28 feet in 
depth -- do not run dry except at N.E. end of the island. 
(i) Power and fuel - No electricity. Firewood used (either 
driftwood or cut locally on the island). 
Religious Organ~zation: 
church, recreation hall 
church (no minister). 
Aimost entirely Roman Catholic --
and resident priest. Small Anglican 
6. Recreation and Entertainment: - Church socials. Movies shown 
weekly in the Parish Hall. Trips to Corner Brook. 
7. Communications: Fishing boats and horses in the summer; if 
the ice is . s()ld in winter, horses to Benoi ts Cove and then oars 
to Corner Brook; othervnse fishing boats are used. P.O. and 
telegraph office at south-end (weekly mail boat from Corner 
Brook). Telephone line from south end office to Wood's Island 
Harbour. 
8. Industries: Fishing - all the men except about 25 fish during 
summer and fall. A small herring pickling plant operates at 
Wood's Is. Hr. during the herring season. Lumbering - a few 
men go into the woods in 'Winter for Bowaters. Approximately 
25 men work on the docks at Corner Brook during the navigation 
season. 
9. Market and Service Area: Several small stores, one in the 
N.E. end, one between We.d's Isl.Hr. and the public w.harf, 
and one at the south end look after the small purchases of 
the locality. All major item.a and heavy provisions are 
bought in Curling and ~ Brook. Fishery products are 
sold chiefly to Curling and Lark Hr.~ vvi th some herring being 
sold to the local plant. 
FISHERIES 
WOOD'S ISLAND 
-
u 
Area: Bay of Islands Date of Survey: August 4, 1953 
1. Settlement 
(a) Population: 502 (1951 census) including 312 at Wood's 
Island Harbour and 190 at Innismara nearby. 
(b) No. of families engaged fishing: 30. 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work: A fair number of men, 
some working in the woods on wages for Bowaters and a 
few cutting pulpwood on sub-contract for the same company. 
(d) No. men engaged in other occupations: Some men work in 
Corner Brook for Bowa.ters and some at _Stephenville on the 
Harmon air base. 
2. Fishermen 
(a) Total no.: 75 (shore). 
(b) Average age: 40. 
3. Crew Organization 
(a) No. of crews: 40J No. of skippers, 40; sons and partners,35. 
4. Method of Fishing 
(a) Lobster traps, 4,000; herring nets, 350; salmon nets, 3; 
trawl, 400 lines; hand lines, a few; jiggers, a few. 
(b) Motor boats, 30; motor dories, 20; row dories, 10. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
(a) Cod: 700 qtls. (est. for 1952); of this 482 qtls. heaVy-
salted and 72 qtls. light salted produced, the remainder 
sold fresh split. 
(b) Salmon: 400 lb. (est. for 1953). 
(c) Lobster: 112 1 000 lb. (est. for 1953) live weight. (d) Herring: 900,000 lb. (est. for 1952) round weight. 
6. Fish Processing Fac.!l:i ties 
R. McCarthy operates a small herring pickling plant at Wood's 
Is. Hr. Flakes, stages and fish sheds were in good condition 
though not new. 
7. Marketing 
Herring is sold to Dunphy of Curling and R. McCarthy at Wood's Is. 
Hr., lobsters to Dunphy and Maritime Packers at Lark Hr., fresh 
split cod to the Gorton Pew buyer at Lark Hr., dried cod to 
miscellaneous buyers, and salmon to Dunphy. 
8. Financing 
·. The majority of the lobster and herring fishermen on 
Wood's Is. receive credit from the buyers, Dunphy and Shepherd, 
on a seasonal basis. Credit to lobster fishermen is in the form 
of rope and twine which varies in value per crew, while that 
extended to herring fishermen averages $200 per crew covering 
most of the essential materials utilized. The value of the 
materials is deducted from the price received by the fishermen 
and any credit outstanding at the end of the season is cleared 
up by the fishermen. 
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9. Co-operative Developme~_! 
There was no co-operative operating on the island at 
date of visit. There 'VIJaS an attempt at co-operative market-
ing in the lobster fishery in 1949-50 but it failed because 
the fishermen received small dividends on their first year's 
operation and lost heart in the experiment. 
10. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence 
-
Wood's Island has no economic influence on other settle-
ments. It has economic ties -wi. th the Corner Brook - Curling 
area through the fish buyers there and employment with Bowaters, 
with Lark Hr. because of the fish buyers there, a:nd with 
Stephenville through employment on Harmon air field. 
11. Historical Notes 
12. 
. ,. 
Wood's Island has not been settled as long as some other 
settlements in the Bay of Islands. It developed originally 
as a fishing community primarily oo ncerned with the herring 
and cod fisheries though the former has, over the years, been 
equalled in point of importance by the lobster fishery. Small 
scale farming has become a significant economic factor. 
Additional Notes 
(a) Approximately 40 crews normally fish lobsters from Wood's 
Is., with 2 men in most boats. Six boats went to the Port 
au Port peninsula to lobster in the 1953 season (these 
stocked $1~800 to $2,600 per boat). Mo0t boats fish 100 
to 175 traps. Thirty-five crews fished herring in the 
fall of 1952, many of them with three men per crew and 
using an average of 10 nets per boat. A smaller number 
of crews, about 20 1 with 3 men per crew, trawl for cod 
in the fall of the year. The majority of the fishermen 
fish for both herring and lobsters and a smaller propor-
tion for cod as well. T:re herring season is a fall one 
and the best cod fishery is in the fall also, due primarily 
to the bait shortage in the summer months. Six crews 
went to French Is. to fish for halibut in the 1953 season. 
Most of the fishermen leave their boats at anchor or at 
moorings in Wood's Is. Harbour though the government wharf 
is in Thibaut's Cove. 
{b) There is considerable spruce forest cover on the island. 
(c) The attitude of the fishermen is generally fair. The 
herring shore fishermen had a poor season in 1952, this 
fishery having declined during recent years. Most of these 
blame the scarcity of herring on the purse seiners but a 
few individuals take the broader viewpoint that the change 
is due to biological and natural factors such as normal 
population flux and rising 1Nater temperatures. The latter 
feel that larger boa ts are necessary which will be capable of 
going to the Pnrt au Port and other areas where supplies 
of herring are ample. 
• 
HARBOUR FACILITIES 
• 
NAME OF PLACE: Woods Island 
Lat. 49°o5!'N Long. 58°12 1 w 
Chart l'Jo. 2834 
EXISTING WHhRVES: Public Wharf 230' long by 12' 
wide, with head 25' x 12', 
located in Thibaut Cove (Locally 
called TIBBO Cove). 
A few fish stages in small coves 
around the island and in "the 
harbour 1Y, formerly known as 
• Inn:esmara. 
EXISTING BREI\.h.-vvP1.TERS: l~one: Thibaut Cove gives 
shelter from all but south winds 
The harbour gives excellent 
shelter from all winds. 
APPROi~CHES FR0~1i THE SEJl: Shallow in places, should not be 
attempted in bad weather except 
by small vessels and boats with 
local knowledge 
FOG CONDITIONS: Fair 
STOR~i CONDITIONS: Fair to good 
ICE CONDITIONS: Generally freezes December to 
iviay 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: None 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: Rock and Gravel 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING Not very good; water generally 
VvHARFAGE AND S.HELTER: shallow with flat gradient . on 
bottom, but land usually rises 
abruptly at the shore line. 
DREDGING REQUIRED: Not considered economically 
feasible. 
AVAILABILITY OF Rock locally. Round and sawn 
CONSTRUCTION Nii\TEltIALS: timber from nearby points in 
Bay of . Islands. 
Note: · Some Toredo present but not 11umerous. 
EVG:August 4, 1953· 
• 
LOCliTION: 
.t\GRI CULTtJRE : 
SOILS: 
CBOPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
WOOD'S ISLAND, :Bay of Islandso 
Small farm tYI:le agriculture producing noderato 
quantities of vegetables, with one faro producing 
vegetables for market. 
Large areas of hay and pasture land present. 
Farms range from two to five acres, approximately, 
when hay, pasture and vegetable areas are coo-
bined. 
Soils derived from weathering soft shales and 
lacustrine or marine laid fine sands and clay, 
interspersed with calcareous rock formations. 
Soil profile \aJell developed ancl varying in depth 
from eight inches to over three feet. Moderate 
area of poorly drained soils and peat bog accu.nu-
la tions. 
Potatoes, cabbage and turnips constitute chief 
vegetable crop, ~ri th minor aD.1ounts of other 
vegetables grown. Hay yields far oxcood vegetable 
totals, coEiparativoly. 
Approximately fifty head of cattle, 
sheep and eighty horses r1aintainod. 
of hens kept for fanily uso. 
throe hundred 
Minor nuI:ibors 
High agricultural potential since approximately 
as ouch land as is now under cultivation could 
be cleared for agricultural useo 
Production on present arable land could be 
incroasod greatly oy mechanization, reseeding 
of hay and pasture areas and nore intonsive 
cultivation. 
• 
FRENCIU.!AN' S COVE 
"'1. 
- -
'£he settlement from the east, iovith ~"lood' s 
Island tn the right background 
Frenchman•s cove from the seas 
The beach at the public wharf' 
FRENCH1'IAN' S COVE 
1. Population: Estimated at 30 families (170 people). 
2. Description..:_ Frenchman's Cove is located on the south side 
3. 
of Bay of Islands just west of Franohman's Head which marks 
the entrance to Humber Arm. The houses cluster on a sand bar 
along the N. W. end of the Cove at the foot of a steep hill 
which rises over 1000' a.s.l. A number of houses all of frame 
cons.truction, are strung along the shore and along the lower 
slopes of the bill between the sand bar and Frenchman's Head. 
A gravel and stone beach marks the water's edge. 
Government and Services: 
-·- .- --
(a) Local government - None. 
(b) Fire protection - None. 
(c) Police protection - None. 
(d) Medical facilities - None. 
(e) Provincial and federal agencies - None. 
(f) Schools - One-room Anglican Scl1ool(up to .Grade X). 
(g) Sanitation - Usual Newfoundland facilities. The settle-
ment is quite clean looking and almost all of the houses 
are in good repair and painted. 
(h) . Water supply - Poor, at the sand bar. Shallow wells often 
run dry in Stmilll.er; and the people go to other side of Cove 
for water. Along the rest of the cove people use the sm~ll 
brooks and spring-fed wells. 
(i) Power and fuels - A few wind char6ers keep some ra.tteries 
runnin~ (enough for possibRy one or two bulbs for several 
hours). Firewood (cut locally) is the chief fuel -- drift-
wood also used. 
4. Religious Organization: Church of England (no church building). 
5. · Recreation and Entertainment: None organized. 
6. Communication.s: Rough trail to Benoits Cove (horses used), at 
vmich point cars can be obtained to drive to Corner Brook. 
Fishing boats in summer; horses in winter. Mail boat to Corner 
Brook once a week. Telephone line to Corner Brook exchange. 
7. Industries: Fishing in summer. Lumbering - most men work in 
--· woods in vrinter; storekeeper saws lumber for 1 ocal use. Four 
or five men work in Corner Brook each summer, coming home every 
week-end. 
8. Market and Service Area: One small store serves local provision 
--- ..... .. .... . ..... -
needs. All major supplies and gear are bought by individuals 
at the store in Corner Brook and Curling. Fish sold to Lark 
Harbour and Curling. 
; 
FISHERIES 
FRENCEliA N'S COVE 
Area: Bay of Islands Date of Survey: August 4,1953 
1. Settlement 
(a) Population: 167 (1951 census). 
(b) No. families engaged fishing; 11. 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work: 10-12. 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations: A few men work in 
Corner Brook each surruner. 
2. Fishermen 
(a) Total no.: 22 (shore). 
(b) Average age; 45. 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of crews, 11~ No. of skippers, 11; sons and partners, 4; 
sharemen, 7. 
4. Method of Fishing_ 
(a) Lobster traps, 1,400; herring nets, 70; salmon nets, 5; 
trawl, 140 lines; hand lines, a few; jiggers, a few. 
(b) Motor boats, 7; dories, 11. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
--
(a) Cod: 23,500 lb. (est. for 1952) fresh split state - most of 
cod was sold in this form but some 50 qtls. were light 
salted and some cod vas sold in salt bulk. 
(b) Salmon: 500 lb. (est. for 1953). 
(c) Lobster: 14,000 lb. (est. for 1953) live weight. 
(d) Herring: 45,500 lb. (est. for 1952) round weight. 
6. Fish Processing~acilities 
There were no plants operating in the settlement at date 
of visit. Bannikhin of Curling has a herring pickling plant 
there but it has not operated for two years. The few fish 
stores, stages, etc. were in adequate condition. 
7. Marketing 
Herring is sold to Barry and Dunphy (Curling), lobsters 
to Dunpoy and Maritime Packers of Lark Harbour, fresh split 
cod to the Gorton Pew buyer at Lark Hr., and salmon to Dunphy. 
8. Financing 
The lobster and herring fishermen receive credit from 
Dunphy (Curling) and H. Shepherd of Maritime Packers (Lark Hr.) 
on a seasonal basis. The fonner are granted credit in the form 
of materials, twine and rope, the value per crew varying. 
Herring fishermen receive credit in the form of most of the 
essential materials and gear, averaging between $50 and $100 
per crew. The cost of the supplies is deducted from the price 
paid to the fishermen. 
9. Co-operative Development 
There has been no co-operative development at Frenchman's 
Cove. 
10. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence 
Frenchman's Cove has no economic influence outside its OW"n 
immediate area. It does have economic ties, ho-wever, with the 
Corner Brook - Curling area because of the fish buyers there 
and employment with Bowaters and with Lark Hr. also as a market 
for fish. 
11. Historical Notes 
Frenchman's Cove is an old settlement which has depended 
since its beginning upon the fishery. The herring fishery was 
traditionally the mainstay but this has deteriorated during 
recent years as it has in all parts of the Bay. 
12. Additional Notes 
(a) Seven crews fished herring out of the settlement in the 
fall of 1952 and the same number fished for lobsters in 
the 1953 season. There are five salmon fishermen in 
Frenchmen's Cove, one of them fishing herring in the fall 
of the year. Two men to a crew is the normal complement. 
The herring season is a fall one, and most of the cod 
caught is also fished in the fall. There is a good supply 
of the latter available in the rummer months but there is 
a shortage of bait at that time. The lobster season here 
is from April to early July and the salmon is from May to 
July. Landin~s of the latter are not significant. Lobster 
trap losses in 1953 were considerable. 
(b) The re is no merchantable fore st cover in the Frenchman's 
Cove vicinity. 
(c) Frenchman's Cove appeared to be in a rather depressed con-
dition. The fishery is not extensive and alternative forms 
of employment are not as numerous as in some other settle-
ments in the Bay of Islands. 
(d) The general attitude of the fishermen towards their industry 
was on the pessimistic side. The lcbster fishery is a sure 
one. Tre herring fishery, hovvever, is a . .i.·a the r precarious 
one for the inshore fishermen, the resouurces having be-
come depleted in recent years and being subject to fluct-
uation from season to season. The cod fishery faces a 
two-fold problem, a bait shortage during the surruner months 
and the need of a better market, preferably for the fresh 
form. ~he fishermen felt that these deficiencies might be 
suppliE>d through construction of a bait depot and a fresh 
fish plarit in the Bay of Islands. 
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CHART OF LOCATtON. 
·PLAN oF LOCAT\ON. 
HARBOUR FACILITIES: 
NAME OF PLACE: F'renchman' s Cove 
Lat. 49°04'N Long, 5s0 1o!'W 
Chart l~ o. 283 4 
EXISTING vIHARVES: Public vl/harf, timber pilework 
159' long, 20' wide, with L-
shaped head 48' by 20' 
3 private wharves with sheds, 
and a sawmill with small wharf 
near the public wharf. 
3 fish stages and 1 haul-out 
for small motorboats and dories 
scattered around the cove 
EXISTil'JG BnEA1.ViATERS: None, well sheltered harbour 
APFROACHES FROM THE SEA: Good 
FOG CONDITIONS: Fair 
STOR~I COI'i!DITIONS: Good 
ICE CONDITIONS: Generally freezes December to ~~y 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: None 
NATURE OF BOTTOr.11: Gravel and sand 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
·wrrARFAGZ 1\ND S H~LTER : Quite feasible if additional 
facilities were required 
DREDGING REQUIRED: None 
AVAILABILITY O:B, 
CONSTRUCTION Iv.Ji TERIALS: hock, Sawn and round timber 
locally. 
EVG:August 4, 1953. 
LOCATION: 
• 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS~ 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
JtGRI CULTURE 
FRENCHMAN'S COW. DATE: l+-8-53. 
Small subsistence type gardens with minor vegetable 
production. 
Moderate aroa of hay and pasture land. 
Soils derived from oarine sands and gravels on the 
presont beach level and from stratifiod sands and 
gravel outwash in the high.er aroas - all non-
calcareous oatorials. 
Potatoes and cabbage principal crops, with minor 
ar:iounts of turnips, ca,rrots and other vegetables 
produced. 
Moderate anount of hay harvested. 
Approximately six co"1rs, eight horses C\nd ono hundred 
sheep maintained in the area. Minor nunbors of 
hens kept. 
No agricultural potential in tho village duo to 
rock outcrop, excessively steep slopes and linitod 
area. Some exp~nsion possible in areas west and 
south west of the village on presently wooded land. 
J 
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CURLilIG 
Curling, from the sea 
:Fubl ic wharf 
• 
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Western extremity of settlement 
• 
CURLING 
1. Population: Estimated 4,000 and still growing. ·In the past 
3 years there has been a large influx from the east coast of 
Newfoundland and a number of immigrants from Germany. 
2. Description: Curling is located on the south bank of Humber 
Arm extending west along the Arm for almost 2 miles from the 
boundary of Corner Brook West. Generally speaking the settle-
ment ribbons along the road vhich runs parallel to the shore. 
In the eastern half of the oommunity the railway runs between 
the main road and the shore. 
5. 
There are two business centres in Curling. The older 
one is located on the water front between the railway and the 
shore. Here one finds th.3 old merchant houses and herring 
factories. lhe mercl1ants here used to and still supply Bay 
of Islands fishermen with their gear and other supplies. 
Near the railway station is the post office building which 
houses the post office, telegraph office and offices of the 
federal Department of Fisheries inspector and the federal 
Departnent of Agriculture representative. 
The new business district is strung along tb8ma.in road. 
directly south (or above) the older one. It consists of 
grocery and general storea,service stations, restaurants, etc.-
i.e., outlets directly concerned with the consumers of Curling 
who occupy the town as a dormitory settlement. 
Government and Services: 
town with a 7-man Council 
manager and a town clerk. 
(a) Local government - Incorporated 
(elected every four years), a town 
(b) Fire protection - A fully equipped fire engine (pumper) 
is located at the municipal building. Volunte·er fire 
dept. Assistance available from other equipment in 
Greater Corner Brook area. 
(c) Police protection - R.C.M.P. detachment in Corner Brook. 
(d) Medical facilities - Hospitals, doctors, and dentists in 
liearby Corner Brook. 
(e) Provinoial and federal agencies - Federal Department of 
Fisheries inspector and federal Department of Agricult-
ure representative. 
(f) Schools - Anglican school, Roman Catholic school, and 
United school all teach Grade XI. 
(g) Water supply - Poor at present; shallow wells are used, 
'Which run dry every summer. In two years Curling will 
be connected with the Greater Corner Brook water and 
sewerage system (water from 3-mile dam on the Humber). 
(h) Power and fuel - Almost all the houses and shops have 
electricity. Coal is the fuel used (about $28.00 per ton). 
Religious Organization: Three large churches are located 
almost in a block on the main road just west of the business 
district, Roman Catholic on the south side of tha road, 
Anglican and Uni.tad Church on tbs north side. 
. . '' 
Part of Greater Corner Brook. 
~· ·, 
6. Communications: - On main Nevtfoundland line C.N.R. Automobile 
highway connects to Corner Brook (bus service) and as far west 
as Benoits Cove. The roads of Curling itself are well travelled 
by motor vehicles. Fishing boats bring herring from Bay of 
Islands area and Port au Port Bay. 
7. Industrial Activity: Six fish-pickling plants - ~one operating 
at present. In 1952 they employed 40-50 men. Four years ago 
they employed about 1,000 men. A large number of men work in 
Greater Corner Brook industriesJ but at present over 50 per cent 
of the me.n in Curling ate unemployed. 
8. Market and Service Area: Part of Greater Corner Brook, but a 
number of shops and service stores of all types cater to local 
demands. The herring packers and waterfront merchants buy the 
herring, salmon, and cod, etc., caught in the Bay of Islands, 
and supply the gear for the majority of fishermen in Cox ~ove, 
Meadows, Summerside, Frenchmans Cove, Lark Harbour, Petries, 
Gillams and Wood Island. 
• 
--
FISHERIES 
- --
• CURLING 
Area: Bay of Islands 
--
Date of Survey: August 3 & 4, 1953 
1. Settlement 
(a) Population: 3,900. 
(b) No. of families engaged in fishing: 15-18. 
(c) Other occupations: Work in Bovva.ters paper mill and the 
gypsum plant in Corner Brook, in construction work, on 
the wharves, etc. 
2. Fishermen 
Total no.: 37. 
3. Crew Organization 
-
No. of crews: 11. 
4. Method of _Fishing 
(a) Seines, nets. 
(b) Purse seiners, l; motorboats 4; lobster collectors, 6. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
Not known. 
60 Fish Processing Facilities 
~~----~--=--~----.--
Dunphy and Son cured 5,000 bbls. of herring (brine and 
vinegar cure, Scotch cure, dressed herring) last year. They 
also buy fresh split cod for pickling. Other firms producing 
cured herring and/or wet-salted cod are Curling Fisheries Ltd., 
O'Brien, Furlong Brothers, and Barry Fisheries. 
7. Marketing 
The above-mentioned firms buy fresh split and wet-salted 
cod, herring, halibut, mackerel, salmon, lobsters, and seal 
skins. Dunphy's sell pickled herring in New York, Chicago 
and the Middle West States, and wet-salted cod in Halifax. 
8. Financing 
Little credit is extended to fishermen nowadays. 
9. Co-operative Development 
------ ---- · . ----- -- -
None. It is not known if any Curling fishermen are 
members of a Corner Brook co-operative stereo 
10. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence 
- - ----- ·---- ---------------
Curling is a trading centre for all Bay of Islands settle-
ments, and in fact for v.:est coast settlements from Highlands to 
the Strait of Belle Isle. 
The major expansion of Curling as a trading centre began 
about 1900 with the establishment of a branch of the Bank of 
Montreal there. 
11. Additional Notes 
(a) Dunphy and Son operate a Pacific Coast type purse-seiner, 
"Dunnvillen. in the Port au Port area -- a 68-ton 72-foot 
vessel with a 320 H.P. G.M. diesel engine. They also 
operate one or two collectors or carriers between BS¥ of 
Islands and Port au Port. Mr. W.J. Vater has an all-pur-
pose boat of 22 net tons with which he fished for herring 
in Port au Port last year. 
(b) The gill net herring fishery has declined in the Bay 
of Islands because the herring don't strike in until 
freeze-up in the arms of the Bay. Recent winters have 
been mild. 
(c) A bait depot is needed to serve the Bay of Islands 
fishermen. Wood's Island and Frenchman's Cove were men-
tioned as good locations for a bait depot • 
• 
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HAR~OUR FACILITIES 
NAfvlE OF PLACE: 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
Curlin~ . 
Lat. 4 °5S'N Long. 57°59'W . 
Chart Nq. 4652 
Public wharf under construction 
96' by .40' face, with approach 
from vVater dtreet. IJJhen 
finished it will have shed 18' 
by 30' to which will be attached 
a waiting room 18' x 15'· 
Other main private wharves are: 
Dunphy's, Basha's, Curling 
Fisheries, ~d. Barry's, Joe 
Barry's (Gordon Pugh Co.) and· 
Imperial Oil wharf. 
Ships of 3000 to 4000 tons call 
at all wharves and large tankers 
can land at Imperial Oil "Wharf 
which has 22' of water along 
its 75' face. 
None, quite well sheltered. 
Good 
Good 
Fairly good, only exceptional 
storms cause surging at the 
wharves. 
Usually freezes January to April 
but there has been very little 
ice of late years. 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: Outgoing tidal stream runs 
1 to l! knots 
NATURE OF BOTTO~: Varies, rock, boulders and 
gravelly clay 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING Fairly good if more were required. 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: 
DREDGING REQUIRED: None reported necessary for 
vessels using existing wharves. 
AVAILABILITY OF 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS: 
EVG:August 4, 1953· 
Rock fill for 
Humbermouth. 
saWn, locally 
points around 
cribs from pit at 
Timber, round or 
or from nearby 
Bay of Islands. · 
; 
,. 
LOCATION: 
AGRICULTO'RE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
CUBLING - Bay of Islands DATE : 4-8-53. 
Small home gardens producing a variety of normal 
and specialized crops, together with some small 
fruits and tree fruits. 
Essentially a residential section with 1hobby 1 
type production. 
Soils developed on outwash m~teri~ls and old 
remnant beach deposits plastered along the 
steep sloping side of tho bay - comprised of 
sands, silts, clays and rock rubble. Area 
heavily rock outcropped, with sandstone, slate 
and limeston~ rock predominating. 
• .. 
Potatoes, cabbage, turnips, carrots, beets, lettuce, 
peas, beans, smn.11 fruits and a minor number of 
apple trees. 
Minor number of hons in the area. 
No agricultural potential duo to excessive rock 
outcrop, small areal extent and steep, hilly 
topography. 
' 
Looking north-east from the ~ 
• 
Crosbie herring reduction plant 
"Porella" at public wharf'; Hann brothers' small herring 
seiner in background 
SUMlvIBRSIDE 
---·-- -
1. Population: Estimate at 100 families. 
------·-
• 
2. Description: The Summerside community extends for about a 
mile along a road paralleling, the north shore of the Humber 
Arm on the remnants of moraine and marine terraces. About 
three-quarters of the community is located east of Pynns Brook, 
a small stream coursing down the steep sloll3 of Humber Arm. This 
section contains a small United Church. About 60 per cent of 
the 38 houses east of the churc".h "Which lies midway between the 
Brook and the eastern end of the community can be classed as 
shacks--one or two-roomed unpainted, ill-kept frame buildings. 
The houses west of Pynns Brook are better looking, being larger 
and better maintained. Just to the east of Pynns Brook there 
is a Roman Catholic church and a Roman Catholic two-roomed school. 
In recent years a number of young people have moved to 
Ontario. They have teen replaced in the community by families 
from eastern Newfoundland outports. 
3. Gover~ent and Services: (a) Local government - None. 
(b) Fire protection - None. 
(c) Police protection - None. 
(d) Medical facilities - None (Corner Brook). 
(e) Provincial and federal agencies - None. 
(f) Schools - 2-roomed Roman Catholic school (teaches up to 
Grade XI). 
(g) Sanitation - Usual outport facilities. That part of the 
community vhich is east of Pynns Brook is extremely dirty. 
(h) Water supply - Poor. Shallow wells used (holes scooped in 
the thin overburden at the foot of the steep rock slope which 
rises above the community to the plateau level or 900 feet) 
which often run dry. The brook is a major source of water 
but in its course through the community the stream bed is 
polluted (tin cans, animals, etc.). 
(i) Power and fuel - No electricity. Almost everyone use 
coal at $28.00 per ton (delivered to curling). Some fire-
wood a.ls o used. 
4. Religious Organization: A mixed Roman Catholic and Protestant 
community, part of the Curling parishes. Roman Catholic and 
United Church buildings in the community. 
5. Recreation and Entertainment: None organized. Most is readily 
obtained in nearby Corner Brook. 
6. Communications: Dirt motor road parallels the Humber Arm to 
Meadows. Small local boats to the south side of Humber Arm. 
Post office. Telephone line -to Corner Brook exchange. 
7. Market and Service Area: Part of Greater Corner Brook for all 
its services and markets. One store and a few canteens cater to 
local demand. Most of the purchasing is done in Corner Brook • 
• 
• 
FISHERIES 
SUMl\[ERS I DE 
-----Area: Bay of Islands Date of Survey: August 3, 1953 
1. settlement 
(a) Population (1951): 504. 
(b) No. of families engaged in fishing: 12-15. 
(c) Other occupations: Work in fish meal plant in Surrunerside, 
in Bowaters paper plant and in the gypsum plant in Corner 
Brook, and other activities in Bay of Islands area. 
2. Fishermen 
Total: 33. 
3. Crew Organization 
No. of crews: 8. 
4. Method of Fishing 
(a) Herring traps, l; seines, 6; herring nets, 10-12; salmon 
nets, 5; lobster traps. 
(b) Purse seiners, l; lobster collectors, 3; motorboats, 4; 
row boats, 1. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
(a) Lobsters (1952): 1,900 lb. 
(b) Salmon, fresh (1953): 1,500 lb. 
6. Fish Pr~~essip.g Fa~lities 
Herring reduction plant, operated by Crosbie and Company 
of St. John's. Production in the first h9.lf of 1953 was 1.5 
million lb. of meal and 33,000 gal. of oil, mainly from.herring 
brought in from the Magdalen Islands and from Fortur1e Bay. 
7. Marketing 
· Salmon and lobsters are marketed in the Bay of Islands, 
chiefly in Corner Brook. The small amounts of cod caught are 
sold fresh split in Curling for wet-salting; herring are sold 
for curing in Curling or to the reduction plant. Occasionally, 
capelin are caught and delivered to the reduction plant. 
8. Financing 
Very little credit is extended to fishermen. 
9. Co-operative Development 
There is no co-operative store in Summerside. 
10. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence 
- ------ - ---- -·-·--·------
Curling and Corner Brook are the chief trading centres. 
11. Additional Notes 
• 
-
(a) Tides are heavy in the arms of the Bay of Islands, frequently 
causing the loss of gear. A fleet of two 60-ran herring nets 
would cost roughly $200 -- $60 for each net, plus anchors# 
moorings and buoys • 
(b) The two Hann brothers operate a 59-fc~t. 37-ton sloop... 
rigged vessel in the Port au Port herri~!:; fishery, 
catching 350 to 400 bbls. a trip (50-6o tons). They 
use four seine nets ..,_ one 100 fathoms long and 7 fathoms 
deep (valued at $1500), one 50-fathom long and 6 fathoms 
deep, and two smaller nets. 
(o) The Hanns say there are plenty of herring in Port au Ptrt 
B~, but the weather at times is too bad to set. They 
s~ the recent mild winters are in part the cause of the 
scarcity of herring in the Bay of Islands. Seals used 
to drive herring into the Bay from ice floes in the spring. 
The fall and winter is better than the summer herring fish-
ery nowadays. They got 1500 bbls. of herring at Port 
Saunders in 1945-46, but found nothing there the next 
two years. 
(d) ~ne Hann brothers, like many other fishermen in the B~ 
of Islands, have been licensed packers of pickled herring 
when the catch was sufficient to justify it, selling their 
pack to one or another of the merchants in Curling or other 
settlements in the area • 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAI~iE OF PLJ~CE: 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAIC-JJ ATERS: 
APPROJ~ CHES FROI-,, TH~ SEA: 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STOillvI CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
Summer side 
Lat. 48°59'N Long. 57°5Si•W 
Chart No. 4652 
Public wharf, approximately 175' 
long by 12' wide, with L-shaped 
head a pproximately 20' square, 
of timber cribwork construction 
Also a few small private wharves 
and stages, generally in very 
poor condition. 
None; well sheltered place 
Good 
Fair to Good 
Good, but excessively high tide 
and storm of hurricane force in 
1951 wrecked several . private 
premises 
Little ice in late years, 
usually freezes January to April, 
sometimes December to May 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: Strong currents in the stream 
observed, possibly 1 to l~ 
knots at outgoing tide 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: Gravelly and muddy, in different 
locations. 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: Quite good if needed 
DREDGING REQUIRED: 
AVAILABILITY OF 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS: 
EVG:August 4, 1953· 
None apparent at present 
Ilock locally. 
Round and sawn timber locally 
or from nearby points in the 
Bay of Islands. 
LOC.t .. TION: 
AGRICULTUml: 
SOILS: 
CBOPS: 
. LIVESTOCK: 
POT.ENT IJU'.i : 
AGRI OUL'I'O"RE 
S~IMIDRSIDE - :Bay of Islands. DATE: 4-8-53. 
Small garden type agriculture with minor vegetable 
production, predominant. Two small farms (approx-
imately three and five acres rospoctivoly) produce 
small amounts of vegetables and moderate amounts 
of hoy. Largo area of hay and pasture land. 
Soils derived from fine out~, _rash material often 
overlying marine sands and gravels, end from 
outwash sands and gravels cooposod of coarse 
sandstone and calcareous slates. 
Potatoes, cabbage nnd turnips principal crop, 
with sone ninor anounts of other vegct~blos. 
Moderate amount of hay harvested. 
Approximately two hundred sheep, one hundred and 
fifty horses and a minor nunbor of cattlo in the 
area. 
Minor numbers of hens naintained. 
No further areal expansion possible in tho section 
because of tho steep, hilly topography and rock 
outcrop. Hay and vegetable production could be 
increased materially by ir.iproved cultivation and 
proper fertilization. 
ME.A.DOWS 
•' 
Meadows f'rom the sea 
Approaching whart. Dwellings are scattered over hillside 
Beach at Meadows, public whart in background, stages 
and boats in foreground 
, 
MEADOWS 
--""---
1. Population: Estimated 50-55 families. 
2. Description: Meadows, like ti1e other settlements on the north 
side of Humber Arm stretches for about a mile along the road 
which parallels the coast on the narine terrace 200-300 feet 
above the shore. There is little nucleation - the houses being 
separated by hayfields and vegetable plots. The western part 
of Meadows is contiguous with the ribbon settlement of Gillams. 
3. Government and Services: (a) Local government - None. 
{b) Fire protection - None. 
(c) Police protection - None. 
(d) Medical facilities - None (Corner Brook). 
(e) Provincial and federal agencies - None. 
(f) Schools - 3-room Anglican school (Grade XI). 
(g) Sanitation - Usual outport facilities. The settlement is 
clean of tin cans and garbage. 
(h) Water supply - Average; wells used. Some wells go d~y in 
summer. 
(i) Power and fuel - No electricity; both firewood and coal 
are used. Cost of coal is $29.00 per ton delivered to 
Curling whilst that of cordwood is $10.00 per cord). 
4. Religious Organization: Anglican community with a church 
building and a resident minicter. TJ.;.-13 pD.t'ish. extends from 
Su:mmerside to Cox's Cove. 
5. Recreation and Entertainment: Church socials; C.E.W.A. Chapte~ 
tWo Anglican young peoples' groups (one for 'teen agers and the 
other for young people); Curling orange Lodge has members all 
along the north shore of Humber Arm. Many people go to Corner 
Brook for recreation and movies. 
6. Corrnnunications: Dirt motor road runs east to Summerside and 
west to Gillams. The road is travelled by automobiles and 
trucks in summer, horses and a snowmobile in Winter. Small 
local boats are used for transportation across Humber Arm to 
Curling. Post office handles Gillams mail as well. Telephone 
connection to Corner Brook exchange. 
7. Industries: Fishing on a limited scale. Agriculture -
vegetables grown for domestic consumption. Lumbering - many of 
the .men cut pulpvrood for Bowaters in winter, and there are two 
local sa"\Wlills. Some men work daily in Corner Brook community. 
8. Market and Service Area: Part of Greater Corner Brook market 
and service area. Fiv-e or six small stores cater to local 
demands. Major purchases are made in Corner Brook or from 
mail order houses. 
FISHERIES 
---- --
MEADOWS 
---·-
Area: Bay of Islands Date of Survey: August 3,1953 
1. Settlement 
(a) Population (1951): 307. 
(b) No. of families engaged in fishing: 10-12. 
(c) Other occupations: Various work in Corner Brook and Curling. 
2. Fishermen 
Total no.: 20. 
3. Crew Org~nization 
No. of crews: 12-15. 
4. Method of Fishing 
(a) Salmon nets, 3; lobster traps, 280; herring nets. 
(b) Motorboats, 14; rowboats, 5. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
(a) Lobsters (1953): 1,500 lb. 
(b) Salmon, fresh (1953): 500 lb. 
(c) Herring and capelin in season. Very little herring in 1952. 
6. Fish Processing Facilities 
-- -
A little cod is dried on the beach. The several fish sheds 
near the "Wharf are in adequate condition. 
7. ~.~arke ting 
Capelin is sold to the reduction plant in Sumrnerside, at 
50 cents a tub (150 lb.). Herring, when plentiful enough to 
make fishing pay, is sold in Curling to Dunphy for $2.00 a 
tub (130 lb.). Salmon catch is also sold locally, usually in 
Corner Brook. One of the two lobster fishermen said he sold 
his lobsters fresh boiled in Corner Brook. 
8. Financing 
Fishermen may require some credit for outfitting but, 
generally speaking, little is obtained from the merchants. 
Most buying is for cash, and income from other work helps 
the fishermen to prepare for the f is:bi ng season. 
9. Co-operative Development 
There is no co-operative in Meadows. 
10. The Settlement's Area ofE.cononic Influence 
-
The settlement's commerce is principally with the Bay of 
Islands centres previously mentioned. 
11. Additional Notes 
(a) Inshore herring fishermen feel that purse seine operations 
have decimated the herring population of the Bay. Lo•ster 
fishermen experience difficulty in securing bait, in the 
absence of a bait depot to serve the Bay of Islarrls area. 
(b) A lobster fisherman interviewed valued his gear at $3,000, 
including a 31-foot motorboat at $1,000 and 8 herring nets 
at $65-$70 each. He and his partner have 130 lobster traps 
and fish 100 or more. Rope cost 48 cents a pound and 
anchors $15 each. They caught abru.t 800 lb. of lobsters 
this year and sold them fresh boiled in Corner Brook. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PLilCE: 
EXISTING WHAHVES: 
EXISTING BREAK·ATATERS: 
APPROACHES FROl\.l THE~ SEA: 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORivI CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
~vHi1.RF ! .. GE i\ND SH.8::LTER: 
DREDGING REQUIRED: 
AVAILABILITY OF 
CONSTRUCTION ~ATERIALS: 
EVG:August 4, 1953· 
lVIeadows Lat~ 4a059~'N Long. 58°02'W 
Chart No. 2834 
Government wharf: timber pilework 
about 92' long from shore; width 
16', having head block 40'long by 
15' wide forming a Tee. There is 
a public shed 16' x 24' adjoining 
the shore end of the wharf. 
There are 6 small private wharves 
generally in very p9or condition 
in this cove 
N·one, quite well sheltered harbour 
Good 
J:l'air 
Quite good 
Generally freezes from December 
to May, except in last 2 or 3 
years when there has been little 
ice. 
l\Jone 
Gravel and mud · 
Quite good if additional 
facilities were required 
I~one 
Rock, round and sawn timber 
locally and from nearby points 
in the Bay of Islands. 
LOCATION: 
AGRIOULTOR1!l: 
SOILS: 
OP.OPS: 
POTENTI"\L ~ 
AGRICutTUBE 
MEADOWS - :Say of Islands. DllTE : 4-8-53. 
Garden type 
production. 
pasture. 
sgriculture with minor vegetable 
Greater part of area in hay and 
Soils developed on stratified outwash along tho 
steep valley side, on beach sands and gTavols 
in tho tidewater sections, and on mixed talus 
debris in the higher sections, together with 
snall remnant till deposits. Relatively stone 
froo in the upper slopes, but stony and bouldory 
in the lower areas. 
Potatoes, turnips Bnd cabbage comprise the 
principal vegetable crop, with ninor anounts 
of other roots grown. Large amount of hay 
harvested. 
i~pproxiraately two hundred and fifty sheep, fifty 
head of cattle and eighty horses in tho area. 
Minor nu1Jbers of 11ons rnaintained. 
A limited area of potentially arable land avail-
able for clearing on the heights above tho 
village, but cliMatc effects i.•rould have to be 
considered beforehand. Hay and vegetable pro-
duction could be increased considerably by in-
tensified cultivation and adequate use of 
fertilizers. 
• 
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COX COVE 
Entrance to Cox Cove in the Middle Arm, 
Pay of Islands 
Pulp logs and forest cover 
-
-
Cox Cove from the sea, with public wharf on the lert 
• 
COX'S COVE 
1. Populatio?.!... Estimated 90-100 families (about 500 people). 
2. Description: Cox's Cove settlement is located on the south 
side of Middle Arm, Bay of Islands, just east of Headland. 
A stream flows into the centre of Cox's Cove. At the settle-
n~nt the valley floor is wide and flat with a small tidal 
estuary at the mouth. The settlement ribbons along the shore 
and along a road which parallels the west side of the valley. 
The valley cuts through a sloping terrace of unconsolidated 
material (glacial deposition). This terrace is about 100'2.5.1. 
The eastern edge of the terrace is marked by shorecliffs. 
A wide stone beach lies between these cliffsaand the sea. 
Fish sheds and docks are located at the west and east 
ends r;f the Cove, those at the eastern end being located at the 
foot of the cliffs. About half the houses are in a poor state 
of repair and unpainted. In the main part of the settlement 
they a re crowded very c 1 osely together. The "Whole settle100 nt, 
except the dispersed eastern section, appears to be covered by 
a mantle of tin cans and litter. 
3. Government and Services: (a) Local government - None. 
(b) Fire protection - None. 
(c) Police protection - None. 
(d) Medical facilities - None. 
(e) Provincial and federal agencies - None. 
(f) Schools - 4-room Anglican School (Grade XI taught). 
(g) Sanitation - Usual outport facilities but rmny yards. 
look like dumps. The western half of the settlement is 
extremely dirtye 
(h) Water supply - The western section uses some springs, and 
a number of shallow (2-foot) wells which run dry every year. 
The broc:k is used occasionally, but could supply the water 
for the entire community if properly dammed. The eastern 
part of the settlement gets water from wells up to 20 feet 
deep. These often run dry in sununer. 
(i) Power and fuel - No electricity, but a number of wind 
chargers are used for radio batteries. Firewood is the 
chief fuel. If bought it costs $8-10 per cord. Much of 
the fuel supply is driftwood. Coal costs $31.00 per ton 
and is used only sparingly. 
4. Religious Organization: Majority are Church of England; 
church located here. Small penticost church group with a 
church buildihg. 
5. Recreation - Entertainment: Church socials; visits to Corner 
Brook. 
6, Comm~ications; Road connects all parts of the community, the 
creek having a wooden. bri.dg.e over it. The road goes to Mcivors, 
Meadows and SummPrsid&. (A bridse across the Humber from Summer-
side to the south bank has been J..-rnposed .. ) Tractor 1 truck 
and cars located here; unofficial taxi service from Meadows. 
Horses used in winter. Supplies brought from Corner Brook by 
fishing boat. Mail boat (motorboat) comes once a week. 
Post office; telephone line connects with Corner Brook ex-
change. 
7. Industries: Fishing in summer and fall, logging and saw-
milling for local use in winter. Some men work in Curling 
fish packing paants in the fall months. 
8. Market and Service Area: Four stores.ii all in the western 
part of the settlement~look after local provision needs. 
Major items of fishing gear, clothing, and furniture are 
bought in Corner Brook or Curling. Fishermen sell their 
catch to Curling and Lark Harbour. The post office handles 
mail and supplies for Brakes Cove (-=--·11ile west). 
FISHERIES 
COX COVE 
Area: Bay of Islands Date of Survey: August 4, 1953 
l. Settlement 
(a) 
(b) 
(o) 
Population: 514 (1951 oensus). 
No. families engaged fishing: 20. 
(d) 
No. men engaged in woods work: Most of the men 1n winter 
months. 
No. men engaged in other occupationst Some in Curling 
fish packing plants in fall months. 
2. Fishermen 
(a) Total no.t 29 (shore). 
(b) Average agea 40. 
3. Crew Organizatio~ 
(a) No. of crews: 15. No. of skippers, 15; sons and partners, 
10; sharemen, 4. 
4. Method of Fishing. 
(a) 
(b) 
Lobster traps, 11 389; herring nets, 120; salmon nets, 15; 
trawl, 320 lines; hand lines, a few; jigg~rs. a few. 
Motorboats, 18; dories, 10. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
(a) Coda 160,000 lb. (est. for 1952) fresh split state. 
{b) Salmon: 1,500 lb.(est. for 1953). 
(c) Lobster; 301 000 lb. (est. for 1953) live weight (d) Herring: 390~000 lb. (est. for 1952) round weight. 
6. Fish P~ooessin~ Facilities 
There were no plants operating in Cox Cove at date of visit. 
Furlong Bros. of Curling have a herring pickling plant here and 
five other herring packing licenses were issued for Cox Cove in 
1952. Piokling of cod is also done. Fish stores or sheds were 
in adequate condition. Four stages owned by Barry Fisheries of 
Curling were deteriorating with two partially collapsed. 
7. Marke ting 
Lobsters are sold to Maritime Packers at Lark Harbour 
and to Corner Brook for local· consumption; cod in pickled and 
fresh split forms is sold to the Gorton Pew buyer at Lark 
Harbour and to Dunphy at Curling; herring is sold chiefly to 
Furlong Br~s. while some is packed by individuals; and salmon 
is sold to Dunphy. 
8. Financing 
Most fishermen receive credit from the merchants: 
Harold Shepherd of Maritime Packers (Lark Hr.), Dunphy, and 
Furlong Bros., depending on the fishery. Credit is extsnded 
on a seasonal basis. Lobster fishermen reoeive their credit 
in the form of materials, rope and twine with values per crew 
which vary. In the herring fishery the merchant provides all 
gear, anchors, gasoline and other supplies, amounting to $500 
on an average per crew. The cost of these supplies is deducted 
from the price received by the fishermen for his product. 
9. Co-operative Developmen~ 
There has been no co-operative development at Cox's Cove. 
10. The settlement's Area of Economic Influence 
Cox•s Cove has little economic influence outside its own 
immediate area. It has economic ties with the Corner Brook -
Curling area. because of the al terna.ti ve fcrms of employment 
there, and in the fishery itself with that area. and Lark Harbour, 
due to the fact that the buyers of fishery products operate from 
those points. 
11. Historical Notes 
--------· 
Cox's Cove was founded approximately one hundred years ago, 
developing originally as a fishing settlement. Traditionally 
the fishermen were engaged chiefly in the herring fishery but 
this has deteriorated during recent years. At present the lob-
ster, herring and cod fisheries are of first importance, vrl. th 
the salmon fishery of lesser note. 
12. Additional Notes 
(a) Twenty herring crews, fifteen of them belonging to the 
settlement itself, fished out of Cox's Cove in the fall 
of 1952 though the season -was considered a poor one. 
Most of these -were family crews,. About 20 crews fished 
lobster in the 1953 season (April to early July) most of 
them being 2-man crews. Some fifteen of these were resi-
dents of Cox's Cove while the others, from outlying areas, 
merely fished frorn the Cove. Trap losses in the 1953 
season ranged from zero to 100 per cent. The cod fishery 
is best in this area in the fall, and approximately half 
of the fishermen trawl. Very litt:ls cod is caught in the 
summer months due in part to the shortage of bait. Some 
of the fishermen fish salmon,, although the 1953 season 
(May tu July) was a very poor one. A few crews fish three 
species but most concentrate on one or two only. 
(b) There is little forest cover for pulp cutting operations 
in the immediate area: Those men who cut pulp on sub-
contract fer Bowaters (for $10 per cord in 1952-53) work 
elsewhere. 
(c) The attitude of the fisherrnen is rather pessimistic, par-
ticularly with respect to the shore herring fishery, but 
also in the case of the cod fishery. The lobster fishery is 
the only stable one. The run of herring for the shore net 
fishermen has become increasingly poor during the past 
few years and this is blamed on the purse seiners which, 
it is claimed, fishing all seasons, mve driven the herring 
from the Bay. The difficulties of the cod fishery concern 
the shortage of bait and the market. The fishermen claim 
that they can fish cod, which are in good supply, almost 
the year round but find bait extremely scarce in the 
summer months. 
(ct) The fishermen of Cox's Cove expressed the opinion that a 
bait depct should be built in the Bay of Islands to alleviate 
the existing shortage. They felt also that a filleting 
plant in the Bay, as a fresh fish market, vioul'd be advantag-
eous to the cod fishery. 
(e) Several anomalies were evident at Cox•s Cove. A few 
buildings, including the school, were in fine condition 
while most of the houses were crowded and somewhat dirty. 
Employment opportunities in the Corner Brook area were 
good but the fishermen looked to the fishery for a higher 
incidence of prosperity. In this respect they appeared 
to be taking a negative approach, laying their ills at 
the door of improved fishing techniques rather than taking 
steps t o accommodate themselves to modern methods. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
N AIVIE OF PLACE: 
EXISTING vJHA11.VES: 
EXISTING BREAK.v\T ATERS: 
Cox Cov5 
Lat. 49 07~'N Long. 53°08'W 
Charts No. 2834 & 289 
Pu .::· lic ·~:harf: 40' across the head, 
195' long including 75' in the 
approach. Has a freight shed 
about 20' wide and 60' long along-
side of the approach. There is a 
landing for small boats on the 
south side of the wharf. 
There are also about 6 small 
private wharves or stages in the 
vicinity of the public wharf. 
Privately owr1ed pulpwood booms at 
mouth of brook in southerly part 
of the cove. 
None. A landlocked harbour. 
APPROACHES FROfvI THE SEA: Good. 
FOG CONDITIONS: Fair 
STORM CONDITIONS: Fairly good. Northeast winds in 
early spring and late fall are 
most troublesome. 
ICE CONDITIONS: Usually freezes December to May. 
In Spring northeast winds push 
ice from Penquin Arm into this 
cove and often damages wharves and 
stages. 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: Strong currents in this vicinity. 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: Generally stoney or rock. 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: Not very good 
DREDGING REQUIRED: None 
AVAILABILITY OF 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS: Round and sawn timber locally. 
Rock locally. 
EVG: July 10, 1953· 
LOCATION: 
AGRICULTO'REJ: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVE STOCK: 
PO'l?E~TTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
OOX 1S COVE - l3ay of Islandso DATE: 18-7-53. 
Small number of subsistence gardens with minor 
vegetable production. Minor area of hay and 
pasture land. 
Soils weathered from outwash sands and gravels 
and accumulations of downslope detritus. 
Potatoes, cabbage and turnips produced, together 
with minor quantities of other roots. 
Approximately sixty shoop and a minor number of 
horses, cows and hens in the area. 
No agricultural potential duo to the surrounding 
mountainous terrain and the steap hilly topography 
of the village area. 
TROur RIW,R 
North-west view 
North-east end of the village 
River causeway Upstream valley 
• 
TROUT RIVER 
1. ?opulation: About 80 families (582 people at 1951 census). 
2. Description: The settlement of Trout River is located on the 
north side of the Trout River from its mouth to a point about 
~-mile upstream. The mouth of the river is almost completely 
cut off from the sea by a bay head sand bar, the river cutting 
through the bar at its southernmost point. A wooden bridge 
(8 feet wide) crosses the river about 150 feet upstream from 
the bar. The river is only about 60 feet wide and quite shallow. 
Alon6 the sides of the valley there are 2 terrace levels to what 
appears to be an erosion surface at an elevation of about 500 
feet. The terrace levels seem to be controlled to some extent 
by bedrock. In places the overburden is quite thick and appears 
to be marine sediments cappinr::; 5lacial and fluvio glacial de-
posits. 
The road to Woody :tioint runs alone; the E-W bar and then 
follows the north bank of the river throu6h the settlement 
before climbing to an interior raised valley. Fish stages and 
sheds line the sea or western side of the bar vbile a number 
of poor-looking, unpainted houses are located on the other side 
of the road. The houses built in the river valley are gener-
ally painted and in better repair. This latter section also 
houses the churches and schools. 
The community as a whole appears quite dirty, being 
littered with tin cans, papa.rs (i.e. vvrappers and labels), 
animal droppings etc. Generally Trout River can be termed a 
street village. A few houses are located at the river's mouth 
on the south side of the valley. 
3. Government and Services: 
-----------
(a) Local government - None. 
(b) Fire protection - None. 
(c) Police protection - None (R.C.M.~. at Woody Point). 
(d) Medical facilities - Trout River and Chimney Cove, 8 miles 
south, form the Trout River nursi!J6 district. There was 
no nurse sta.tiored at the settlement at the time of the 
survey. It is part of the Norris Point cottage hospital 
district. 
( e) Schools - Church of England 2-room school, United 
2-room school, and Salvation Anny 1-room school. 
teach up to and including Grade XI. 
(f) Provincial and federal a6encies - None. 
Church 
They 
(g) Sanitation - Usual outport facilities, but the community 
looks dirtier than most. 
(h) Water supply - The river and a few wells are used; the 
supply is very good. In addition a number of springs 
flow from the valley sides vhich are unused at present. 
(i) ~)ower and fuel - No electricity, but 3 wind generators. 
Firewood used. 
4. Religiou~ Organization: Salvation Army Citadel - resident 
minister stationed here for a year at a time. United Church 
and Anglican ministers visit the settlement from Woody Point. 
Each religious group has a church building. 
I 
5. Recreation and Entertainment: Occasional church socials. 
·-
6. Communications: Post office. Telephone to Woody Point telegraph 
office. C. N.R. supply boa ts, the "Springdale" a.nd the "Northern 
Ranger",, anchor offshore and drop supplies to motorboats during 
the navigation season. 'Ihere is a road to Woody Point (about 
ten miles away) over vbich a taxi runs twice daily. The road is 
unused in winter. Horses and fishing boats are used in 
summer; horses and dog teams in winter. 
7. Industries: Fishing in summer,, lumbering in winter. 
8. Marks t 
market. 
handles 
and Service Area: Six small stores supply the local 
Supplies are bought in Corner Brook. The post office 
mail for Chimney Cove. 
FISHERIES 
-----
TROUT RIVER 
-----·-
Area: Bonne Bay 
-
Date of Surv~~ July 20,1953 
1. Settlement 
(a) Population (1951): 582. 
(b) No. of families engaged in fi shinga 40 (approx .• ). 
(c) Other occupations: Part time ¥Ork in woods and on road 
cons true ti on. 
2 • Fishermen 
Total no.: 46• Avera&e age: 40. 
3. Crew Organization 
----- _......,__ ... 
No. of crews: 20-23. 
4. Method of Fishing 
(a) Cod traps, l; herring nets, 6; lobster traps, 2,300. 
Trawl gear; hand lines; jiggers. 
(b) Motor boats, 13; motor dories, 7; row boats,, 3. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
(a) Cod,, heavy salted (1952): 200,000 lb. 
(b) Cod,light salted (1952): 8,500 lb. 
(c) Lobsters, alive (1952): 46,000 lb. 
(d) Salmon, fresh (1952): 300 lb. 
(e) Halibut, in small amounts. 
6. fish Processing Facilitie!_ 
Mr. George Brake pickles cod. The nearest source of 
bait is St. Paul's, 30 miles away. 
7. Marketi~ 
Mr. Brake bought fresh split cod at 2~ cents, and sold 
the wet-salted to Gorton Pew. Salmon were sold locally this 
year at 25 to 35 cents a pound -- usually marketed in Corner 
Brook or Sydney. Lobsters brought 33 cents locally, but 
most were shipped to Gloucester, Mass., through the Rocky 
Harbour pool. 
8. Financinfi 
Lobster gear is obtained on credit through the lobster 
pool. Most buying now is for cash. 
9. ~-operative Development 
The co-operative store has 20 members. Mr. Charles White 
is the manager. 
10. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence 
The six local stores get supplies chiefly frcm Corner 
Brook. A road (and a taxi service) connects Trout River with 
Woody Point (Bonne Bay). 
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HARBOUR F·ACILITIES 
NAME OF PLACE: Trout River 
Lat.49°29'N Long. 5s0 e7rw 
Chart No. 2234 
EXISTING WHARVES: Only little boat landing stage 
in the brook 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: None 
APPiiOACHES FROl\1 THE SEA: Shallow and tortuous· Should 
only be attempted by small motor 
boats having local knowledge. Gas 
boats have to cross the bar at 
mid-to high tide, except very 
small ones. 
FOG CONDITIONS: Fair 
STORM CONDITIONS: Open from north to northeast: 
heavy surging from westerly gales 
ICE CONDITIONS: Generally blocked with ice 
December to May 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: None 
NATURE OF BOTTOrvI: Sand and stones 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
vifHARFAGE AND SHELTER: Not very practical 
DREDGING REQUIRED : Some dredging of track of small 
boats into the brook would assist 
the fishermen but it appears that 
the channel would be difficult to 
maintain. 
' . AVAILIBILITY OF 
CONSTRUCTION lvIATERIALS 
. . 
EVG: July 20, 1953· 
Rock locally. Timber, round and 
sawn from Bay of Islands or Bonne 
Bay areas. 
LOCATION: 
AGRIOUL'I'URID: 
SOILS: 
CBOPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENT!~: 
• 
AGRICULTURE 
TROUT RIVER . DATE: 20-7-53. 
A small number of farms (three to five acres 
approximately) maintained, but garden type 
agriculture predominates. Minor quantities 
of vegetables produced. 
Large hay and pasture areas. 
Soils developed on outwash sands and gravels, 
alluvial (deltaic) materials and reworked till 
deposits. 
Potatoes, cabbage and turnips produced, together 
with ninor amounts of other roots. 
Moderate amount of hay harvested. 
Approximately one hundred and fifty sheep, eighty 
head of cattle and twenty-five horses OBintainod. 
Minor nllr.lbcrs of hens in tho area. 
Agricultural potential lies in increased vegetable, 
hay and livestock production through more in-
tensive cultivation and adequate fertilization. 
Extent of potentially arable land now uncleared 
is very limited due to the mountainous topography 
of tho surrounding areas. 
' 
\ 
BONNE BAY AREA 
On road from ~Joody Point to Trout River 
Vloody Po1nt, rrom the Bay 
• 
,.- --
Ferry operating between Vioody Point and 
Norris Point 
South Arm from v:oody Point - Glenburnie 
in the background 
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A R M (BONNE BA y) 
' 
WOODY POilJT ( INCLUDES CURZON) 
1. .Population: 404 people in 1951. 
2. Description: Woody Point is located on narrow marine terraces 
bordering the west side of Bonne Bay opposite the point where 
the bay divides into its South aLid East Arms. The core of the 
settlement is located on the waterfront at the widest part of 
the terraces (see map). Here are located the stores, the post 
office and other government offices and the public wharf. 
Several hundred yards inland, along the road v.hich parallels 
the shore, the churches, schools and the Orange Lodge are 
located. The houses of the community form a mixture of large, 
well-kept residences and run-down neglected buildings. On the 
whole, hovrever, the community is quite clean looking. 
3. Government and Services: (~) Local government - None. 
{b) Fire protection - None. 
(c) Police protection - R.C.M.P. detachment located here. 
(d) 
Police district extends along the west coast from North 
Arm, Bay of Islands to just north of Daniels Harbour and 
includes all the settlements about Bonne Bay. 
Medical facilities - Nurse stationed here. 
district exterrls along South Arm, Bonne Bay 
burnie to Curzon. Part of the Norris Point 
hospital district. 
The nursing 
from Glen-
cottage 
(e) Provincial and federal agencies - Provincial welfare 
officer stationed here. The welfare district includes 
the settlements of the Bonne Bay area, Trout River, 
Chimney Cove, Green Point a.nd Sally's Cove. 
(f) Schools - 2-room Anglican school, 1-roan Roman Catholic 
school, and 1-room United Church school. 
(g) Sanitation - Usual outport arrangements. 
(h) Water supply - Good. Wells and springs are used, which 
do not run dry. 
(i) Power and fuel - Delco lighting units used by most of 
the merchants. Coal a1:.d firewood used. 
4. Religious Organization: Mixed community with Anglican, Roman 
Catholic and United Church buildings present. There are 
resident Anglican and United ministers. The Roman Catholic 
church is part of the Humbermouth (Bay of Islands) parish. 
5. Recreation and Entertainment: Church socials and lodge socials. 
Movies shown in the Orange Hall twice weekly. I.O.O.F. hall 
and Orange Lodge buildings. Facilities at Deer Lake are used 
occasionally. 
6. Communications: Post office and telegraph office. Mail handled 
for all communities along the west side of Bonne Bay from 
Curzon to Glenburnie. ~.[ail for Trout River post office and 
Norris Point post office is rerouted from here in winter. 
Telephone line to Chimney Cove, Trout River and Glenburnie. 
No direct phone connection with Deer Lake. 
Road leads south to Glenburnie and then links with the 
Deer Lake Lomond road. A second road runs west from the 
southern edge of the community to Trout River (10 miles dis-
tant). The Bonne Bay BUE Co. operates 3 cars twice daily to 
Deer Lake. A taxi from Trout River runs to Woody Point twice 
daily connecting with the Woody Point - Deer Lake service. 
The terminus of both bus routes is the government ~arf. 
Horses used in winter# automobiles and trucks in sununer. 
Woody Point is a regular stop for the C. N.R. supply 
boats "Springdale" and "NorthemRanger" during the navigat-
ion season. Regular ferry service is maintained from the 
government wharf to Norris Point by two small vessels. Local 
water transportation by motorboats and rowboats. 
7. Industries: Fishing and lumbering. 
8. Market and Service Area: Seven stores and a lunchrooom 
(beer parlour) cater to the entire Bonne Bay area and purchase 
their supp 1 ie s fr om the ma.inland. They al so supply some of 
the small stores in Trout River, and Norris Point. The stores 
are all large and of the general type, excepting one furniture 
store. The Anglican parish includes all the settlenants of the 
Bonne Bay area from Rocky Harbour to Lomond and from Glenburnie 
to Trout River, and the United Church parish is similar in area • 
... 
FISHERIES 
-----
WOODY POINT 
Area: Bonne Bay, South Arm Date of Surv~: July 20 and 
August 1,, 1953 
1. Settlement 
(a) Population (1951): 172 in·· Woody Point; about 500 in 
the South Arm area. 
(b) No. of families engaged in fishing: 15-18. 
(c) Other occupations: Woods work in winter. 
2. Fishermen 
Total no.: 28 in area, 8 in Woody Point alone, all lobster 
fishermen. Salmon fishermen, 7; cod fishermen, 6. 
No. of crews: 10-12. 
4. Method of Fishing 
---·-- G 
(a) Salmon traps, 3; salmon nets, l; herring nets, 3; lobster 
traps, 1950; trawl gear and jiggers. 
(b) Motorboats, 10; rowboats or dories, 5 (including 3 motor-
boats and 1 rowboat at Woody :t>oint). 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
(a) Cod, dried salted (1952): 12,500 lb. 
(b) Cod, wet salted (1952): 300,,000 lb. 
(c) Lobsters, alive (1952): 17,000 lbo 
(d) Salmon, fresh (1952): 10,000 lb. 
6. Fish Processing Facilities 
--- ---- ·- -
Mr. W. Hollohan, merchant, operates a pickling plant. 
Cod is dried on the beach. 
7. Marke ting 
---·-
Lobsters are shipped to Gloucester through the Rocky 
Harbour Pool. Salmon is iced and shipped to Sydney, N.S., 
or to the United States on the O.K. Service (lobster) boats, 
or sold in Corner Brook. Fresh split cod was bought by . 
Hollohan at 2 cents a pound this year, but not much was being 
produced because of bait shortage. Hollohan sells wet-salted 
to Gorton Pew. 
8. Financing 
Lobster fishermen get about ~100 worth of gear on credit 
at the beginning of the season, paying the debt in two or 
three months, after the lobster returns begin to come in. 
9. Co-operative Development 
- -·-
None, except pool marketing. 
10. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence 
Woody Point is a port of call for coastal steamers, and 
is an important trading centre for people in the Bonne Bay area. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAfvIE OF PLACE: 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAK~vATERS: 
Bonne Bay (Woody Point~ 
Lat. 49°30'N Long. 57 54!'W 
Charts No. 2834 & 1209 
Public Wharf about 50' square 
with approach about 23' wide by 
5or long to the public road. 
Also 2 outlying concrete mooring 
blocks for larger vessels. 
Public Freight Shed 25' by 58' 
adjoins the wharf. 
Hollal1an's private wharf is 
nearly as big as the public wharf 
and is adjacent to west side of 
public wharf. 
Also a few small private stages. 
None: landlocked harbour 
APPROACHES FROrvI THE SEA: Good 
FOG CONDITIONS: Fair 
STORM CONDITIONS: Good 
ICE CONDITIONS: Freezes usually from December 
to lviay 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: None 
NATURE OF BOTTOI11i : 1V1ud and stones 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING Quite good if ever required 
v\TH ARFAGE AND SHELTER: 
DREDGING REQUIRED: None 
AVAILABILITY OF Rock Locally. Round and sawn 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS: timber from nearby points in 
Bonne Bay. 
NOTE: Limnoria and Toredo evidently 
present in this harbour. 
EVG: July 19 and 20, 1953· 
• 
LOCATIOJ:.T: 
AGRI CULTOllE : 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
' 
• 
AGRICULTURE 
IDNNE BAY (Woody Point). DATE: 20-7-530 
Gardon type agriculture producing minor ar1ounts 
of vegetables. Large area of hay ruid pasture 
land. 
Soils derived from outwash sands and gravels, 
talus and downslope accumulations, and ol'1 
boach deposits. 
Potatoes, cabbage and turnip constitute principal 
vegetables grown, together with ninor ar.iounts of 
other roots. 
Moderate amount of hay harvested. 
Approximately two hundred sheep, twenty hoad of 
cattle and five horses naintainod, together 
with ninor numbers of hens. 
Agricultural expansion limited by the mountainous 
topography surrounding the area, but vegetable 
and hay production could be increased considerably 
by intensified cultivation and adequate fertili-
zation. 
NORRIS POINr 
Approach from -the south-east 
I • . 
Side-hill gardens 
Harbour view 
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NORRIS POINT 
1. Population: 482. 
2. ·Description: Norris Point is a nucle'ated settlement located 
on a peninsula jutting out into Bonne Bay from the north. 
It lies opposite the point vvhere the Bay divides into its 
eastern and southern arms. Some of the houses stretch along 
part of the waterfront (see map) but the majority are built 
on either side of the road vvhich leads to Rocky Harbour. 
Almost every house has a good-sized garden and pasture ad-
jacent to it. Sheep, horses, cattle and chickens are numerous. 
The settlement is built mainly on marine terraces (one at about 
20 feet a.s.1., the second at about 50 feet a.s.l.). The 
second terrace level appears to _be controlled by bedrock. 
Norris Point is a rounded slate remnant with an elevation of 
about 150 feet. The fish sheds, wharves, the larger stores, 
and the public dock are all concentrated at the water's edge 
to the west of the slate hill. 
3. Government and Services: (a) Local government - None. 
(b) Fire protection - None. 
(c) Police protection - None. 
(d) Medical facilities - 25-bed, 3-bassinet cottage hospital. 
Doctor and 4 nurses. The hospital district includes all 
the settlements bordering Bonne Bay, Trout River, Chimney 
Cove and all the settlements be tween the mouth of Bonne 
Bay and Parsons Pond. The doctor's rredical practice dis-
trict includes those settlements on the north side of Bonne 
Bay from Lomond to Rocky Harbour and along the west coast 
to Sally's Cove. 
(e) Provincial and federal agencies - None. 
(f) Schools - A 6-room Anglican school and a l-room United 
Church school teach up to and including Grade XI. The 
Anglican school has a fenced school-yard, the only one 
seen at an outport school. 
(g) Sanitation - Usual outport facilities. The settlement is 
moderately clean of cans and litter, but the streets are 
covered with animal droppings. 
(h) Water supply - Water is supplied by nwnerous wells. The 
shallower ones dry up ih summer, but the others are suffi-
cient for the community. 
(i) Power and fuel - No electricity. Firewood used almost ex-
clusively although a little coal is used. 
4. Religious Organization; A Protestant community, the bulk of 
which is Anglican, the remainder belonging to the United Church. 
Both groups have churches, and are part of the Woody Point 
parishes. The Anglicans are building a new and larger church. 
5. Recreation and Entertainment: Church socials and Orange Society 
affairs. The community has an Orange Hall. Movies at Woody 
Point. Visits by bus to Deer Lake and Corner Brook. 
• 
6. Communications: The roads in the conununity are in good con-
dition. The major one le ads from the public wharf through the 
main part of the settlement and on to Rocky Harbour about 8 
miles north-we st. Ferry service ( 4 or 5 ti.res daily) by 2 small 
boats to Woody Point -- -weather permitting. Taxi service 
(3 vehicles) within Norris Point and 4 regularly scheduled 
trips to Rocky Harbour. All year service, weather permitting. 
C.N.R. ~upply boats,, the "Northern Rangertt and the "Springdale", 
make regular stops during the navigation season. Fishing boats, 
horses in sununer; horses and a few dog teams in winter. 
7. Industrial Activity: Fishing in summer,, lumbering in winter. 
Two small local sa'Wl'l1.ills cater to domestic demand. A number of 
men work full time for Bowaters at Deer Lake, returning to their 
homes every weekend. 
8. Market and Service Area: Eight stores and two lunch rooms 
cater to local demands and also serve the Rocky Harbour area. 
Some shopping is done in Woody Point (e.g. at the furniture 
stores). Supplies all come from Corner Brook • 
FISHERIES 
NORRIS POINT 
Area: Bonne Bay (St. Barbe) Date of Surve;z.:_ July 20, 1953. 
1. Settlement 
(a) Population (1951): 329. 
(b) No. of families engaged in fishing: 8-9. 
(c) Other occupations: Cutting timber for small sawmills 
and pulpwood for Bowaters Paper Co. 
2. Fishermen 
Total no.: 13. 
3. Crew Organization 
~--~-=~~·~-~ 
No. of crews: 8. 
(a) 
(b) 
Salmon nets, 4; lobster traps, 900; trawl gear; hand-
lines, jiggers. 
Motorboats, 4; rowboats, 4. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
-------
(a) Cod, dried salted (1952): 5,000 lb. 
(b) Lobsters, alive (1952): 9,000 lb. 
(c) Salmon, fr e sh (1952): 300 lb. 
6. Fish Processing Facilitie~ 
Cod is dried on the beach. 
7. Marke~ing 
Shorefish is sold to B. Harding, merchant, of Norris Faint, 
or to George Butt at Woody point. w. Hollohan of Woody Point 
buys fresh split (for pickling on his ovm premises) and kench-
cured, and ships to Gorton Pew. Salt shortage limited 
Hollohan's purchases in first part of the sumn1er this year, 
and lack of bait prevents fishing when no caplin or herring 
are available. 
8. Financin~ 
Woods work during winter puts fishermen in a better cash 
position for outfitting in the spring. Merchants no longer 
extend much credit. 
9. ,££:-operative Developme~_! 
Lobster fishermen sel 1 through the Rocky Harbour lobster 
pool, but there is no co-operative store. 
10. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence 
Trade is principally with Rocky Harbour, four or five miles 
avre.y by road, and with Woody Point, two miles across the bay. 
Norris Point fishermen have Sumn1er lobster fishing stations 
on the coast at Broom Point and St. Paul's. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
. ' ·~ . . 
NAME OF PLACE: 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS:· 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
Norris Point 
·· Lat. 49°31'N Long. 57°52'W 
Chart No. 2834 
Public wharf approximately 100'x50' 
across the head, with approach 
about 35' wide by 50' long to 
public street. There is also a 
public warehouse 20' by 60' on 
the wharf. There is a concrete 
mooring block detached from the 
wharf. There -are steps in one 
side of the wharf for use of 
small boats. 
Private wharf westerly of wharf 
Private ferry slip adjacent to 
easterly side of the publiv 
wharf. 
Some other small and broken-down 
wharve-s. 
I'lone 
Good, but cove itself is rather 
smal-1. 
Fair 
Good except for easterly gales 
that cause heavy surging at 
faces of wharves. 
ICE CONDITIONS: Generally freezes December to May 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: None 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: Rocky and stoney 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING Place is quite cramped and careful 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: detailed survey would be re-
quired to locate additional 
facilities in the cove. 
DREDGING REQUIRED: None immediately discernable 
AVAILABILITY OF 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS: Rock locally. Sawn Timber 
locally. Round Timber from 
other points in Bonne Bay. 
Note: Toredo reported to be present 
in this Harbour. 
EVG: July 20, 1953· 
LOCATION: . 
AGRICULTURE : 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
NORRIS POINT, ]onne Bay. DATE: 20-7-53. 
Small garden type agriculture producing ninor 
quantities of vogetablcs. Large area of hay 
and pasture land. 
Soils weatherod from outwash snnds and gravels, 
old boach deposits and talus accumulations, 
Moderate aroa of poorly drained, peat 1muck 1 
type of soil. 
Principally potatoes, cabbage 
minor amounts of other roots. 
of hay harvested. 
and turnip, \lri th 
Moderate a.mount 
Approximately one hundred sheep and ten head of 
cattle maintained, together with minor nunbers 
of poultry. 
Limited land clearing could be carried out in 
the northern area of the village (towards Rocky 
Harbour). Present hay and vegetable production 
could be increased by inproved cultivating 
practices 8nd adequate fertilization. 
ROCKY HARBOUR 
View north-west across the reef 
Saw mill 
• 
,-.._..,; View from the west side Wooden-wheeled cart 
ROCKY HARBOUR 
1. Population: 628 in 1951. 
2. Description: This settlement forms a ribbon about a bight on 
the west coast at the northwestern end of Bonne Bay. The road 
along which the buildings lie parallels the shore. At the foot 
of the bay it is met by the road from Norris Point. Fish 
sheds, stages and small docks are located at the northern and 
southern ends of the horseohoo-slw.pcd bay. Here too, housing 
departs from its linear pattern and one finds small agglomer-
ationsof fishermen's homes. All the houses are built on 
ground which slopes gently to a rolling plain level 150 to 
200 feet a.s.l. 
3. Government and Services: (a) Local government - None. 
{b) Fire protection - None. 
(c) Police protection - None. 
(d) Medical facilities - None. Cottage hospital at Norris 
Point. 
(e) Provincial and federal agencies - None. 
(f) Schools - 2 Anglican schools; one has 4 rooms. the other 
1 room. 
(g) Sanitation - Usual outport facilities. The brooks which 
run through the community are contaminated. 
(h) Water supply - Shallow wells and the brooks used. The 
-wells may run dry. The brooks are polluted. 
(i) Po"Wer and fuel - 1 Delco unit for electricity in the 
community. Firewood used. 
4. Religious Q::g_,e.:~~~zation: Comm.unity is divided amongst the 
Salvation Axrcw, the United Church, and the Church of England. 
The latter tino have church buildings in Rocky Harbour. 
5. Recreation and Entertainment: Local Orange Society and 
occasional church functions. Many go to Woody Point beer 
parlour, some to Norris Point. Occasionally movies are shol'lD. 
here. 
' Oommunications: Road to Norris Point over which :; taxis operate 
4 times daily. The road is continued i-mile north to Lobster 
Cove (about 7 families). Fishing boats are used in summer~ dog 
teams arrl horses in winter. Post office (mail comes from 
Norris Point); telephone line to Norris Point telegraph office. 
7. Industries: Fishing in summer~ lumbering in winter. Two small 
sawmills operate for local market. 
8. Market and Service Area: Six stores supply local needs but some 
purchases are made in Norris Point and Woody Point. The stores 
are supplied_ from Corner Brook. people travel to Deer Lake 
and Corner Brook. Mail~ telegraph and supplies are all handled 
through facilities at Norris Point. 
• 
FISHERIES 
ROCKY HARBOUR 
Area: Bonne Bay Date of Survey: July 20,1953 
1. Settlement 
(a) Population (1951): 532 (including Bear Cove). 
(b) No. of families engaged in fishing: 10. 
(c) Other occupations: Pulpwood cutting for Bow-aters in the 
winter season, and there are 7 portable sawmills. 
2. Fishermen 
-----
Total no.: 15. All are lobster fishermen; salmon fishermen, 4. 
3. Crew Organization 
- .. ~--· 
No. of crews: 9-10. 
4. Method of Fishing 
- ---
(a) Salmon nets, 2; herring nets, 8-10; lobster traps, 1,325; 
trawl gear; jiggers. 
(b) Motorboats, 2; motor dories, 4; rowboats, 4. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch 
(a) Cod, dried salted (1952): 8,000 lbo 
(b) Lobsters, alive (1953): 30,000 lb. 
(c) Salmon, fresh (1953): 300 lb. 
6. Fish Processing Facilities 
There are not many flakes; cod is dried on the beach. 
7. Marketi~ 
Fresh split cod is sold to W. Hollohan of Woody Point, 
who pickles it for Gorton Pew. Dried cod is bought by George 
Butt of Woody Point. The pool ships lobsters by the O.K. 
Service boats to the Consolidated Lobster co., Gloucester, 
Mass.; 212,500 lb. were shipped in the 1953 season, from 
about 150 fishermen in the Bonne Bay region including Trout 
River. Prices on the three grades ranged from 45~ - 35¢ -
25~ to 52¢ - 42¢ - 32~ during the season, vvhile costs were 
5~ cents a pound for freight, 5 per cent commission, and 
wharfage of 20 cents per crate, plus local expenses -- in 
all, ab~ut 10 cents a pound. The pool is managed by Edward 
Dyke, merchant. 
8. Financing 
The pool in the autimn and winter provides cash for two-
thirds of the gear required, out of the pool reserve fund. 
The rest of the gear is obtained on credit in the spring. 
9. Co-operative Development 
Substantial savings are made in euying gear through the 
lobster pool, which represents the sole approach to co-oper-
a ti ve buying and selling. 
10. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence 
------------ ·· .. -------·-------
Lobster fishermen throughout the Bonne Bay area 
deliver their lobsters to the pool, and Rocky Harbour 
fishermen sell fish in Norris Point and Woody Point. 
11. Additional lJ ote s 
-------·- ···- ·-
(a) Lobster gear losses have been heavy in recent years, 
and some fishermen could not afford to re-equip. 
Fishermen lost 18 crates of lobsters in a storm this 
year, for v..h.ich the pool partly reimbursed them at $25 
a crate. 'Ihe crates are moored on a line (float) in 
the harbour. A breakwater is needed to protect the 
floats and boats in the harbour, which is only partially 
sheltered by a reef at present. 
·(b) A bait depot is badly needed to serve the Bonne Bay 
area. Local fishermen can only fish for cod or halibut 
-when the capelin are running or when the herring strike 
in, in the autumn. Mr. Edward Dyke, manager of the 
lobster pool, recommended Shoal Brook, just above Woody 
Point (Bonne Bay) as a good location for a bait depot, 
because there is a good water supply from the brook. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAlVIE OF PLACE: 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: 
P.PPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTO!Jl: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
vJHARFAGE AND SHELTER: 
DREDGING REQUIRED: 
AVAILABILITY OF 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS: 
EVG: July 20, 1953· 
Rocky Harbour 
Lat. 49°35!'N Long. 57°55'W 
Chart No. 2834 
Few very small fish stages and 
one at a small sawmill. 
l~one. Rocky shoal off the 
southwest corner gives a little 
shelter. 
Fairly good. 
Fair 
Open to winds from southwest 
to northwest 
usually blocked with sea ice 
January to hpril. 
None 
Rock and stones 
Not a good harbour. A haul-
out slipway for motorboats at 
Woody Cove on north side and a 
breakwater at the south side of 
the harbour appear to be feas-
ible and useful. Additional shel-
ter might be developed in Bear 
Cove. 
Not apparently practical 
Round and sawn timber locally 
or from nearby places in Bonne 
Bay. 
Rock locally. 
LOCATION: 
AGRICULTURE : 
SOILS: 
CROPS1 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTEl~IAL: 
• 
AGRI CULTUEE 
BOCK? HARBOUR, :Sonne :Say DATE: 20-7-53. 
Garden typo agriculture with large ar~as of pasture 
and hay lend. Moderate vegetable production. 
Soils weathered from calcareous rod shales on both 
sides of the harbour and from stratified sands 
and gravels in the inner section of the harbour. 
Potatoes, cabbage and turnip grown principally, 
with ninor anounts of carrots, beet and other 
vegetables produced. Moderato a~ount of hay 
harvested. 
Approximately one hundred and fifty sheep, twenty-
fi ve cows and a small number of horses maintained. 
Minor nunbers of hons kept. 
Approximately one hundred acres of potentially 
arable land now under forest and scrub growth 
could be cleared for agricultural use. 
Present production of vegetables and h~ could 
be increased materially if intensive cultivation 
and some mechanization ·were introducod. Cattle 
and sheep production could be increased if 
present hay and pasture fields were fertilized 
and properly seeded down. 


